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Summary

The article suggests a measure to evaluate the thermodynamic
maturity of industrial systems at the level of single process units.
The measure can be quantified with reasonable confidence
on the basis of entropy production as defined by irreversible
thermodynamics theory. It quantifies, for one process unit, the
distance between its actual state of operation and its state with
minimum entropy production or optimum exergy efficiency,
when the two states are constrained with a fixed production
capacity of the process unit. We suggest that the minimum
entropy production state is a mature state, or that processes
that operate at this state are mature. We propose to call the
measure “the thermodynamic maturity indicator” (π), and we
define it as the ratio between the minimum entropy produc-
tion and the actual entropy production. We calculated π on
the basis of literature data for some examples of industrial
process units in the chemical and process industry (i.e., heat
exchanger, chemical reactor, distillation column, and paper dry-
ing machine). The proposed thermodynamic measure should
be of interest for industrial ecology because it emerges from
the entropy production rate, a dynamic function that can be
optimized and used to understand the thermodynamic limit
to improving the exergy efficiency of industrial processes. Al-
though not a tool for replacing one process with another or
comparing one technology to another, π may be used to as-
sess actual operation states of single process units in industrial
ecology.
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Introduction

Attempts have been made throughout scien-
tific history to find universal principles that would
determine the development of a system. A cer-
tain success was achieved in optics (the Fermat’s
principle) and mechanics (the principle of least
action). The minimum entropy production prin-
ciple (or the Prigogine theorem) was introduced
in 1931 and used to describe irreversible, dissipa-
tive processes (Onsager 1931a, b; Prigogine 1947,
1955, 1961). In the last 2 decades, energy ef-
ficiency problems in design and optimization of
thermal and power systems (i.e., heat exchangers,
power plants) have been solved via the entropy
generation minimization method (Bejan 1996a,
b; Bejan et al. 1996). Chemical and separation
systems have also been studied (Tondeur and
Kvaalen 1987; Tondeur 1990; Johannessen and
Kjelstrup 2004; de Koeijer et al. 2004; Røsjorde
and Kjelstrup 2005; Kjelstrup et al. 2006; Zvolin-
schi et al. 2006). The entropy concept was first
proposed as a measure in industrial ecology by
Lowenthal and Kastenberg (1998). Their per-
spective was intended to assign an entropy value
to stages in a product’s life cycle, a value that
could be seen as a cost, like a negative monetary
cost or an externality of the product (Lowenthal
and Kastenberg 1998). Other authors proposed
entropy production as a thermodynamic measure
for resource use (Gößling et al. 2001; von Gleich
et al. 2007), waste generation (Baumgärtner and
de Swaan Arons 2003), and the ultimate ecotox-
icity of economic systems (Ayres and Martinás
1995). As a continuation of these efforts, this
article aims to bring knowledge on irreversible
thermodynamics and minimum entropy produc-
tion into industrial ecology.

Ideally, a process should be operated re-
versibly to achieve a maximum second-law ther-
modynamic efficiency of 100%. Such a process,
however, would be uneconomical because of
excessive capital investment in equipment,
which would have to be infinite in size. The
reversible processes are characterized by negli-
gible transport gradients and a zero lost exergy or
zero entropy production. In order to determine
how far a process or a system is from its maxi-
mum thermodynamic performance, the availabil-
ity or exergy concept and method were developed

(Keenan 1951; Rant 1956; Reistad 1970). Avail-
ability changes of simple processes were com-
puted and illustrated to show the impact of
the change in entropy (Sussman 1980; Moran
and Shapiro 1993; Seider et al. 2004). Among
other applications, the availability or exergy
concept was used to compare and scale differ-
ent energy forms, determine exergy losses and
thermodynamic efficiencies (Kotas 1985; Szargut
et al. 1988; Brodynasky et al. 1994), assess ther-
moeconomic costs (Sciubba 2004), account for
resources (Bösch et al. 2006), and allocate envi-
ronmental impacts of industrial processes (Dones
et al. 2003).

Our emphasis is also on the second-law ther-
modynamic efficiency as given by the exergy ef-
ficiency and, more precisely, on a replacement
of the maximum limit of 100%. This article in-
troduces an additional measure to the exergy effi-
ciency in an effort to improve the thermodynamic
performance of industrial process units. We name
this measure the thermodynamic maturity indica-
tor (π). It is defined below as the ratio between
minimum and actual total entropy production
for a given production capacity in a given system
boundary of one process unit. To calculate π it is
not necessary to define the environmental refer-
ence state as in the exergy efficiency calculations
and exergy accounting (Ayres and Masini 2004).
This may be seen as an advantage. More infor-
mation about the process is needed to calculate
the thermodynamic maturity indicator than to
calculate the exergy efficiency, however.

To illustrate and assess the thermodynamic
maturity indicator, we use process units such as
heat exchangers, chemical reactors, distillation
columns, and a paper-drying machine. Literature
data are available on these units (de Koeijer et al.
2004; Johannessen and Kjelstrup 2004; Røsjorde
et al. 2004; Zvolinschi et al. 2006). By a process
unit we mean a device or piece of equipment that
processes, assembles, applies, blends, or otherwise
uses material inputs to produce or store an inter-
mediate or a completed product. In our opinion,
the performance of single process units should be
of interest for industrial ecology because from this
level emerges the resource exergy loss and corre-
sponding emissions of all industrial activities.

We first give a theoretical background of ex-
ergy and irreversible thermodynamics. We then
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define and illustrate the thermodynamic maturity
indicator for the cases mentioned above. Finally,
we address the meaning of the indicator.

Theoretical Background

The Exergy Balance and Exergy Efficiency

Research efforts in industrial ecology are re-
lated to accounting, analyzing, and optimizing
the use of resources in industrial processes or sys-
tems. Wall (1977, 1988) has proposed a ther-
modynamic concept for accounting any type of
resource stocks and flows in society and indus-
try. Wall’s proposal was based on the measure
called l’énergie utilizable by French academicians
(Carnot, Navier, and Poncelet) in the 18th cen-
tury, availability by American scientists, and ex-
ergy by researchers in Europe. The exergy balance
was then proposed as a method to evaluate the use
and transformation of resources in any engineer-
ing system. The following equation represents the
exergy balance of a system:

Ein = Eout + Eloss (1)

where Ein is the input exergy of the resources
of the system; Eout is the output exergy of the
products, by-products, and wastes; and Eloss is the
total exergy lost or dissipated as dictated by the
second law of thermodynamics.

The method of exergy analysis was developed
in response to the request to determine the max-
imum thermodynamic potential for work and for
lost work or exergy loss in our engineering sys-
tems. This is generally measured with the exergy
efficiency (ε), as given by

ε = Eout

Ein
= Ein − Eloss

Ein
(2)

One can determine the value of the exergy loss
(Eloss) without using the exergy balance, equa-
tion (1). This is possible if the corresponding
total entropy production is known. The Gouy–
Stodola’s theorem is here useful (Gouy 1889;
Stodola 1898), because it expresses the relation
between the total exergy loss and the total en-
tropy production as

Eloss = T0(dS/dt)irr (3)

where Eloss is the total exergy loss in the system—
the same quantity as in equation (1), T0 is the
standard value of the environmental temperature

(T0 = 298 K), and (dS/dt)irr is the total entropy
production.

Using equation (3) in equations (1) and (2),
one can have another formulation of the exergy
balance and the exergy efficiency, respectively:

Ein = Eout + T0(dS/dt)irr (4)

and

ε= Ein−T0(dS/dt)irr

Ein
=1− T0(dS/dt)irr

Ein
(5)

Equation (4) tells us that the higher the rate
of total entropy production is, the higher is the
amount of input resource exergy required to sus-
tain the same output exergy from the system. This
was stated by Tolman and Fine in 1948. Their
work supplemented the earlier work of Onsager
(1931a, 1931b), and of Prigogine (1947, 1955,
1961) on the entropy production in stationary
state systems.

As we can see from equation (5), knowl-
edge of entropy production has the advantage
that the exergy efficiency can be calculated
without information about the outlets of a sys-
tem (i.e., by-products, wastes); only informa-
tion about the main product must be known.
This may be seen as an advantage, as the in-
formation about chemical compositions of many
industrial outlets is not easily available (this
information is needed to compute the chemi-
cal exergy). The information about the entropy
production of the system requires more local in-
formation about every process in that system,
however. As we show, this information can be
obtained from irreversible thermodynamics, a dis-
cipline of science that relates the thermodynamic
forces and fluxes with the local entropy produc-
tion, dating back to Onsager (1931).

The Local and Total Entropy Production

A process unit in its stationary operating state
can be characterized by its total entropy produc-
tion, (dS/dt)irr. Any change of operating con-
ditions determines a new state for the process
and a new value for the total entropy produc-
tion. The total entropy production can be cal-
culated either as an entropy balance applied to
the incoming (Js, in) and outgoing (Js,out) entropy
flows throughout the cross area of the system
(A) or through integration of the local entropy
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production rate (σ ) over the volume (V) of the
system; see equation (6).

(dS/dt)irr = A(J s ,out − J s ,i n) =
∫
V

σd V > 0
(6)

The entropy balance, the first equality in equa-
tion (6), gives a black box description of the pro-
cess unit, whereas the integral of the local en-
tropy production, the latter equality in equation
(6), gives more information. The local entropy
production contains information on all trans-
port phenomena that take place within a system
boundary of a process unit. One can gain infor-
mation on fluxes and forces along the unit in
the actual state of operation and in the state of
minimum entropy production. The disadvantage
is that more information is needed on the pro-
cess. We assume here that such information is
available.

The total entropy production can be indepen-
dently calculated, via either the exergy balance
in combination with the Gouy–Stodola theorem
(equations [1] and [2]), or the entropy balance
(equation [6]), and/or the integral of the local
entropy production (equation [6]). The answer
must be the same and be a positive value. Each of
these methods for calculating the total entropy
production has its own advantages and range of
applicability. For example, it is possible to check
for the consistency of the mathematical models
that are used to model and simulate processes of
a single process unit. This is done by checking
whether the local entropy production is positive
in all points of that unit.

Irreversible thermodynamics (Onsager 1931a,
b; de Groot and Mazur 1962; Førland et al. 2001)
defines the function of the local entropy produc-
tion by equation (7),

σ =
∑

i

J i Xi (7)

Here, Ji is the local flux of any entity i considered
to model the process, and Xi is the conjugate
thermodynamic driving force. Each flux (Ji) is a
local linear combination of all thermodynamic
driving forces by means of the phenomenological
coefficients (Lij):

J i =
∑
i , j

Li j X j (8)

For example, for a system with two fluxes and two
thermodynamic driving forces, the following re-
lations can be written to characterize the process:

J1 = L11 X1 + L12 X2

J2 = L21 X1 + L22 X2
(9)

Onsager’s (1931a, 1931b) reciprocal relation,
Lij = Lji, gives a relationship between the phe-
nomenological coefficients. Defining the total
entropy production from the local entropy pro-
duction rather than from the entropy balance
gives us more information about the local dissi-
pation of exergy. Therefore, it gives more insight
into how exergy loss or entropy production de-
velops within the boundary of the system. The
calculation of the total entropy production from
the integral of local entropy production is often
difficult, however, because of our limited knowl-
edge of the phenomenological coefficients, Lij.

To give an example of the local entropy pro-
duction, we give the expression for a plug flow
reactor (Nummedal et al. 2005). Normally in a
reactor, there are three phenomena that produce
entropy: the reactions that take place, the heat
transfer between the reaction mixture and the
cooling/heating agent, and the pressure drop due
to the material flows throughout the reactor. The
local entropy production per unit area of the re-
actor (σ in W/K/m), becomes (Nummedal et al.
2005)

σ = Aρ
∑

j

[
r j

(
−�r G j

T

)]
+ π D J ′

q �

(
1
T

)

+Aυ

(
− 1

T
dP
dz

)
(10)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the reac-
tor (in m2), ρ is the catalyst density (in kg cata-
lyst/m3 reactor), D is the reactor diameter (in m),
�rGj is the Gibbs energy of reaction j (in J/mol),
and T is the temperature of the volume element
(in K).

Equation (10) was used to study the total
and local entropy production in a tubular steam
reformer (Nummedal et al. 2005). It contains
products of fluxes and their conjugate thermody-
namic forces. The first term is due to all reactions
in the reactor; the flux is the reaction rate of
reaction j, rj, and the chemical force is –�rGj/T.
The second term is due to heat transfer; the flux
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is the measurable heat flux, J ′
q , and the thermal

force is �(1/T) across the reactor walls. The last
term is due to the pressure drop; the flux is the
fluid velocity, v, and the thermodynamic force
is –(1/T)(dP/dz), where P is the total pressure
of reaction mixture and z is the length of the
reactor tubes.

Equipartition as a Feature of the State of
Minimum Entropy Production

Work over the last 20 years on process units
with a prescribed production has shown that the
one important feature of the state of minimum
entropy production is its equipartition (Tondeur
and Kvaalen 1987; Tondeur 1990; Andresen and
Gordon 1992; Sauar et al. 1996; Sauar et al. 1997;
Bedeaux et al. 1999; Kjelstrup et al. 1999; Kjel-
strup et al. 2000; Nummedal and Kjelstrup 2001;
Sauar et al. 2001; Johannessen et al. 2002; de
Koeijer et al. 2004; Johannessen and Kjelstrup
2004; Johannessen and Kjelstrup 2005; Zvolin-
schi et al. 2006). Tondeur and Kvaalen (1987)
proposed that the total entropy produced in a
contracting or separating device (e.g., heat ex-
changer, distillation column) is minimal when
the local rate of local entropy production is uni-
formly distributed (equipartitioned) along the
state space and/or time variables. This theo-
rem was called equipartition of entropy production
(EoEP), and it was demonstrated for globally lin-
ear flux–force relations obeying Onsager’s recip-
rocal relations (Tondeur and Kvaalen 1987). In
a further study of applications of the EoEP the-
orem, Tondeur (1990, 185) argued that “mini-
mal dissipation for a specified duty corresponds
to equipartition of flux, driving force and entropy
production along the time and space variables of
the process.” This statement was linked to the
flow configuration in heat exchangers, sorption
and distillation columns, and other separation
devices. Using some assumptions, Tondeur also
made a link between equipartition of entropy pro-
duction and economic optimization. The optimal
size distribution in an economic sense is that in
which the cost of energy quality degradation in
any element is equal to the amortized propor-
tional investment cost in that element. In more
popular terms, EoEP means that “the heat trans-

fer area should be concentrated in that region of
the heat exchanger where heat transfer (regard-
less of direction) is most intense” (Bejan 1982,
149). Other authors have found related theo-
rems in different ways and for different conditions
(Andresen and Gordon 1992).

The work by Sauar and colleagues (1996) gave
the theorem of equipartition of forces (EoF), which
states that a production system in the state of
minimum entropy production can be character-
ized by constant thermodynamic driving forces.
The theorem was proven via irreversible ther-
modynamics for stationary processes where all
transfer paths were parallel. No conservation
equations were considered in the proof. The
EoF theorem was proposed as a design criterion
for heat exchangers (Nummedal and Kjelstrup
2001), chemical reactors (Sauar et al. 1997; Be-
deaux et al. 1999; Kjelstrup et al. 1999; Kjelstrup
et al. 2000), and distillation columns (Sauar et al.
2001). Vulnerability of the EoF theorem ap-
peared when difficulties were met in obtaining
the minimum entropy production rate in a reac-
tor system (Kjelstrup et al. 2000) and in obeying
conservation equations in a diabatic distillation
(Sauar et al. 1997).

A more convincing formulation of the op-
timization problem, to find minimum entropy
production for a process unit with constant pro-
duction, was given by Johannessen and Kjelstrup
(2005) using optimal control theory (Bryson and
Ho 1975). This theory emphasizes the number of
control variables that can be used to change the
system, versus the number of state variables in the
system itself. Conservation equations and other
constraints can be properly taken into account.
Johannessen and Kjelstrup (2005) revealed the
nature of the state of minimum entropy produc-
tion when there are fewer control variables than
state variables in the system. Taking the plug
flow reactor as an example, they found that the
operating path with minimum entropy produc-
tion followed a highway in state space, to a larger
or smaller degree, depending on the systems’
boundary conditions. The following chemical re-
actors were investigated: sulfur dioxide oxidation,
ammonia synthesis, steam reforming, methanol
synthesis, and propane dehydrogenation. The re-
sults obtained were concluded as a hypothesis,
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which stated that the “EoEP, but also EoF, is
a good approximation to the state of minimum
entropy production in the parts of an optimally
controlled system that have sufficient freedom”
(Johannessen and Kjelstrup 2005, 3358).

Knowledge of the nature of the state of min-
imum entropy production is thus accumulating,
and industrial ecology might take advantage of
this. It seems that a thermodynamically efficient
system should possess certain characteristics; it
should follow a highway in state space for energy-
efficient operation, operate with equipartition of
entropy production, or have relatively constant
driving forces. Technological systems that incor-
porate processes operating at minimum entropy
production states can be called mature. In keeping
with Tondeur (1990), this may also, under favor-
able conditions, lead to economic advantages.

Therefore, we propose as a measure for ther-
modynamic maturity the state in which the pro-
cess operates with minimum entropy production,
with the aim of producing the product J. This
state of minimum entropy production has the re-
alistic highest exergy efficiency that is possible to
obtain for this particular production (of J). The
indicator has as its limit value unity (or 100%), as
it can be well achieved for a finite production.

Defining the Thermodynamic
Maturity Indicator

So far, exergy efficiency has been used in in-
dustrial ecology as an indicator to evaluate the
thermodynamic performance of industrial pro-
cesses and systems. Through the exergy efficiency
concept, many industrial processes have been im-
proved. The upper limit of the exergy efficiency
of any process in steady-state operation of one
(or 100%) is unrealistic to compare with, how-
ever, as it is an unphysical limit attainable only by
reversible processes, which has zero entropy pro-
duction. In our opinion, it may be useful to use
another limit to show how far a process in a cer-
tain state of operation is from the thermodynam-
ically ideal state, namely the state of minimum
entropy production.

On the basis of this background, we propose a
measure that indicates how far a process is operat-
ing from its state of minimum entropy production.
We name this measure the thermodynamic matu-

rity indicator (π). The π is defined as the ratio
of the minimum entropy production to the ac-
tual entropy production in a process, which takes
place in the same system boundary and with the
same operating conditions, as

π = (dS/dt)min
irr

(dS/dt)actual
irr

(11)

The indicator uses the result of the following
constrained optimization:

Find (dS/dt)min
irr for a given J (12)

where (d S/d t)min
irr is the minimum total entropy

production. A given sizable production capacity
J must occur in a finite time for the industrial
process to be of practical interest.

The minimum total entropy production for
the constrained production capacity of the pro-
cess unit is thus a finite and realistic reference for
the actual value. This proposal for a new indica-
tor therefore introduces a new and more realistic
limit than is attained by the maximum exergy
efficiency.

The indicator shows how far a particular pro-
cess is from its thermodynamic maturity level.
We suggest here that a process with a given pro-
duction capacity is mature if it is operated with
minimum entropy production. This state of op-
eration has the lowest possible rate of resource
exergy dissipation, and therefore it contributes to
a longer preservation of natural resource reser-
voirs (e.g., the nonrenewable fossil fuels).

When π is low, it means that the process
is wasting resource exergy unnecessarily. Such a
conclusion cannot be reached on the basis of in-
formation on exergy efficiency (ε) alone. A low π

means that there is a real potential for thermody-
namic improvement. The indicator approaches
unity when the process is operated in the state
of minimum entropy production. The process is
then mature, and nothing can be done to improve
this particular process. Different patterns of op-
eration for a process with the same production
capacity rate can be evaluated and compared by
their thermodynamic maturity indicator (π), as
well as by their exergy efficiency (ε). By changing
the number of system variables or system bound-
aries, we change the unit, and a new reference
must be established and optimized.
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A mathematical relation can be obtained be-
tween the exergy efficiency, equation (5), and
the thermodynamic maturity indicator, equation
(11), if the amount of the input exergy of re-
sources is kept constant in the two states of
the actual and minimum entropy production rate
(Eactual

in = Eoptim
in = Ein). Using equation (11) and

the relations of the exergy efficiency written for
the actual state and the optimum state of opera-
tion in a system, namely

εactual = 1 − T0(dS/dt)actual
irr

Eactual
in

(13)

and

εoptim = 1 − T0(dS/dt)min
irr

Eoptim
in

(14)

one can find the following correlation between
the thermodynamic maturity indicator and the
exergy efficiency

π = 1 − εoptim

1 − εactual
(15)

which is equivalent to

εoptim = 1 − π(1 − εactual) (16)

From equation (15), the limit of 1 for π can be
obtained when the εactual equals εoptim. In the case
that π is unity, the actual path of operation for
the process unit is the path with minimum total
entropy production. Because the value of εoptim

cannot be unity for any real process, the lower
limit of π differs from zero. Note that εoptim is
not the same as the maximum exergy efficiency,
which is unity (or 100%).

Calculations

We calculate below π for several process
units, where data can be found in the litera-
ture. These are the processes of heat exchange in
two heat exchangers, catalytic oxidation of sulfur
dioxide (SO2) in two reactors, two-component
separation in an adiabatic distillation column,
and a paper-drying process in a steam-heated
multicylinder machine. The data for the cal-
culations were obtained from Nummedal and
Kjelstrup (2001), de Koeijer and colleagues
(2004), Johannessen and Kjelstrup (2004), and
Zvolinschi and colleagues (2006), respectively.

The results of the calculations are given in
table 1. The table lists the actual entropy produc-
tion rate, (d S/d t)actual

irr , and the minimum entropy
production rate, (d S/d t)min

irr , for the selected pro-
cesses, as well as their thermodynamic maturity
indicators.

The heat exchange processes were calculated
because they are simplest to understand. The
results are given in the two first lines of the
table. Both exchangers were geometrically iden-
tical and exchanged the same heat (60 kW). The
following conditions were also the same: the heat
transfer coefficient (340 W/m2/K), the mass flow
of hot and cold streams (1 and 0.28 kg/s, respec-
tively), and the inlet and outlet temperatures of
the hot stream (400 and 370 K, respectively). The
thermodynamic maturity indicators (π) were 0.8
and 0.98 in the cocurrent and countercurrent
heat exchangers, respectively. The first case had
a low maturity indicator, indicating that an im-
provement potential exists. In the second case,
the EoF theorem was approximately fulfilled at
the outset, and the thermodynamic maturity in-
dicator was high, almost unity. We conclude that
there is not much to do to improve the counter-
current heat exchanger from the way it is oper-
ated now. The heat exchange process in a coun-
tercurrent heat exchanger is a mature process, as
is already well known by engineers.

The thermodynamic maturity indicators for
two chemical reactors for SO2 oxidation are
shown in the third and fourth lines of table 1.
One process is well established in industry, hav-
ing been used since the 1950s, whereas the other
is newer. De Koeijer and colleagues (2004) cal-
culated the total entropy production for the first
reactor from the entropy balance over the system
that comprised a four-bed reactor and five inter-
mediate heat exchangers (figure 1). The system
was an industrial-scale reactor, and the total en-
tropy production was minimized by constraints
on the inlet and outlet parameters of the reac-
tion mixture, with exception of the outlet reac-
tion mixture pressure. A savings of 16.7% in the
total entropy production was reported (de Koei-
jer et al. 2004); the reduction of total entropy
production was from 4.7 kW/K in the reference
system to 4.1 kW/K in the second-law optimal
one, for a total heat transfer area of 4,000 m2

and an input molar flow rate of 480 mol/s. This
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Table 1 The actual and minimum entropy production and the thermodynamic maturity indicator (π ) of
some processes/process units.

Process \ process unit (dS/dt)actual
irr (dS/dt)min

irr π

Heat exchangeb in:
Co-current HE 0.48 0.38 0.80
Counter-current HE 0.48 0.47 0.98
SO2 oxidation in:
Four-bed reactorc 122.4 106.7 0.87
Tubular reactord 60.3 53.8 0.89
Separation in:
Adiabatic DCe 8.1 7.7 0.95
HIDiCf 37.5 24.6 0.65
Paper drying in:
Conventional PMg 2400 2300 0.96

aFU is functional unit; and = actual and minimum entropy production, respectively (in J/K per FUa).
bFU is kJ heat duty in heat exchanger (HE) (Nummedal and Kjelstrup 2001).
cFU is one mole of SO3 produced in reactor (de Koeijer et al. 2004).
dFU is one mole of SO3 produced in reactor (Johannessen and Kjelstrup 2004).
eFU is one mole of a propylene-propane mixture (50:50 vol.%) separated in distillation column (DC) (Røsjorde and
Kjelstrup 2005).
f FU is one mole of benzene-toluene mixture (50:50 vol%), separated in heat-integrated distillation column (HDiC)
(Røsjorde et al. 2004).
gFU is one kg of dry paper produced in paper machine (Zvolinschi et al. 2006).

savings was possible without a change in the re-
actor design, or the total area available for heat
exchange. The thermodynamic maturity indica-
tor was 0.87 for the reactor, a relatively low num-
ber, considering that the reactor has been in use
since the 1950s. The absolute value of the mini-
mum entropy production of this reactor was high,
however (4.7 kW/K).

Johannessen and Kjelstrup (2004) studied
the minimum entropy production for the sulfur
dioxide oxidation in a plug flow reactor model
(figure 2). The results for this reactor are given in
the fourth line of table 1. Johannessen and Kjel-
strup (2005) found that the second-law optimal
tubular reactor was characterized by a reaction
mode and a heat transfer mode. Only some parts
of the reactor had a constant local entropy pro-
duction. This may explain its low thermodynamic
maturity indicator, 0.89. The number depends
on the state of operation. This is illustrated in
figure 3, which shows the state of minimum en-
tropy production in terms of the temperature of
reaction mixture and of cooling agent in two
cases. The two actual systems are labeled refer-
ence in the figure. For the first case, a savings of

Figure 1 The four-bed sulfur dioxide (SO2)
oxidation reactor system with five intermediate heat
exchangers, according to de Koeijer and colleagues
(2004).

10.4% in the total entropy production was ob-
tained, whereas in the latter case a savings of
24.7% was obtained (with a corresponding re-
duction of the length of the reactor from 6.1 m
to 5.2 m). The first case is listed in table 1. The
temperature of cooling agent in the shell side of
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Figure 2 The single-bed tubular
sulfur dioxide (SO2) oxidation
reactor system considered by
Johannessen and Kjelstrup (2004).

the reactor tubes was the control variable in the
minimization. A hot spot, typical to an exother-
mic reactor, is observed at the inlet. One can see
from the figure that a change in the premise for
the optimization—for instance, a change in the
number of variables—gives different results for
the minimum entropy production and thus for
the π values.

The thermodynamic maturity indicator (π =
0.89) of the tubular reactor was only slightly
higher than that of the four-bed reactor
(π = 0.87). From the indicators alone, it is thus
not clear that one reactor is significantly bet-
ter than the other. This becomes clear when we
consider the total entropy production, however.
It is much smaller for the tubular reactor than
for the fixed-bed reactor, both of which have the
same functional unit. This shows that the ther-
modynamic maturity indicator alone should not
be used to compare different processes or tech-
nologies. The first reactor is clearly less good than
the second, with respect to the utilization rate of

Figure 3 The temperature of the reaction mixture
(solid line) and the cooling agent (dashed line) as
function of scaled reactor length, according to
Johannessen and Kjelstrup (2004).

exergy resources, and this is seen from the abso-
lute numbers, not from π .

For an adiabatic distillation column separating
a propylene–propane mixture, Røsjorde and col-
leagues (2004) found a total entropy production
of 8.1 J/K per 1 mol propylene–propane mixture.
The optimal system, a diabatic column, gave a to-
tal entropy production of 7.7 J/K/mol. A value of
0.95 was calculated for the thermodynamic matu-
rity indicator (see line 5 in table 1). This partic-
ular separation of a propylene–propane mixture
by means of adiabatic distillation is thus close
to being mature, because it has a high number
of stages (see below). Industrial-scale distillation
columns are mostly adiabatic columns, and they
are often exergy costly. The adiabatic column
has only two heat exchangers: the reboiler and
the condenser. The second-law optimal column,
conversely, allows for heat exchange on all trays
(Fonyo 1974). It has been approximately adopted
in the diabatic column (de Koeijer et al. 2002), in
the heat-pump-assisted distillation (Null 1976),
and in the heat-integrated distillation column
(de Koeijer et al. 2002; Røsjorde et al. 2004),
with large amounts of exergy saved.

The distillation column separating
propylene–propane had a high value of the
thermodynamic maturity indicator (π = 0.95),
whereas the process separating benzene–toluene
had a low value (π = 0.65; see table 1). Both
mixtures were ideal, but the number of stages
involved in the operation differed. The column
with the lowest number of stages had the lowest
indicator, as expected. Figure 4 shows that a
large number of stages brought the operating line
closer to the equilibrium line and to a smaller
total entropy production.

The standard way to characterize a distillation
column is by means of a McCabe–Thiele diagram
(Linnhoff and Smith 1979). Figure 4 shows the
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Figure 4 Operating lines in McCabe–Thiele diagrams of adiabatic (left) and diabatic (right) column
(Linnhoff and Smith 1979).

McCabe–Thiele diagrams for adiabatic and dia-
batic distillation columns for a binary mixture.
The operating lines in the adiabatic columns are
straight because the vapor and liquid flows are
constant from tray to tray. The heat exchang-
ers integrated on each tray of the diabatic dis-
tillation columns enable the operating lines to
be curved and turn to approach the equilibrium
line of operation. As a consequence, the total en-
tropy production decreases, and the local entropy
production along the column becomes more con-
stant.

Finally, the thermodynamic maturity indica-
tor was calculated for a paper-drying machine
(see the bottom line in table 1). The total
entropy production was calculated and mini-
mized for a constant production of paper in a
conventional paper-drying machine (Zvolinschi
et al. 2006). A savings of 3% (from 15.5 to
15 W/K) in the total entropy production was re-
ported for a fixed-inlet air composition (0.026 kg
H2O/kg dry-air). The value of the thermody-
namic maturity indicator in the table refers to
this case. The high value (0.96) shows that there
is not much potential to improve the process
by changing inlet steam temperatures in steam-
heated cylinders while keeping the same inlet air
composition.

If we allow the inlet air moisture content to in-
crease fivefold, the total entropy production can
be drastically reduced, by as much as 35% (from
15.5 to 10 kW/K). Clearly, a second-law opti-
mal paper-drying machine should preferentially
be operated with inlet air conditions as close as
possible to the saturation point of the drying air

at every location near the paper surface. This may
not be feasible in practice, however.

From table 1, we see that the absolute value of
total entropy production per kilogram paper pro-
duced was several orders of magnitude larger than
that found in the other processes. Thus, a very
small technical improvement in the paper-drying
machine may have an important impact on the
depletion rate of exergy resources. The thermo-
dynamic maturity indicator for the given inlet
condition was high (π = 0.96), but a small
improvement may still give a large exergy sav-
ings. If the inlet air composition is allowed
to change, even larger improvements can be
achieved. Again, we see that the absolute value
of the total entropy production is important, not
only π .

Discussion

The examples above have shown the strengths
and the limitations of the thermodynamic matu-
rity indicator, as it is defined in this article. The
indicator is able to assess in a realistic way the
operation of a given process unit. For instance,
a direct indication was given of how to operate
a heat exchanger: countercurrent, not cocurrent.
The first operates closer to equipartition of en-
tropy production and with a higher value of π .
The indicator is a realistic measure, because it
compares the actual process to an ideal version
of itself (its state of minimum entropy produc-
tion), not to an unrealistic state, as that of the
reversible state of operation. An engineer as well
as a layman may thus know the thermodynamic
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improvement potential of a particular process
unit, by knowing the thermodynamic maturity
indicator.

The rate of dissipation of exergy resources is
also a form of environmental damage. Diminish-
ing the resource dissipation rate by operating at
the state of minimum entropy production may
reduce the environmental damage of that oper-
ation. As a consequence, the (exergy) emissions
per unit of time, if not in total, can be reduced.
We thus advocate a slower use of resources, with
a rate of consumption that is real. The reversible
limit for production cannot be used in this
manner.

We cannot conclude from the thermodynamic
maturity indicator, however, that we should pre-
fer one process to an alternative one or one tech-
nology to an alternative one. For instance, almost
the same thermodynamic maturity indicator was
obtained for the two chemical reactors in table 1.
We saw that information about the absolute val-
ues of the losses was necessary to know which
reactor to prefer from an exergy efficiency point
of view. A high value for the thermodynamic
maturity indicator also does not necessarily indi-
cate that improving the process is meaningless.
The case of paper machine drying showed that.
This process is very exergy intensive, so even a
small improvement may make a large reduction
in exergy loss and thus large savings in exergy
resources.

In spite of its limitations, the indicator has
some interesting properties. Researchers such as
Ayres and colleagues (1998), Kuemmel and col-
leagues (1997), and von Spakovski and col-
leagues (1991) have suggested that a system can
best be related to its environment by means of
the exergy function. The exergy measures directly
the departure of the state of a system from that
of the environment. The departure is zero only
when the system is in equilibrium with its envi-
ronment. Such an equilibrium is, however, never
available in a real process. A state of minimum
entropy production is, as we have already dis-
cussed, obtainable and directly connected to the
actual operating state of the process. The thermo-
dynamic maturity indicator has a reference state
that is independent of the environment. There
is no need to define an environmental state with

this reference, and an absolute comparison can be
made on the process unit’s thermodynamic per-
formance between different localities. Together
with the exergy efficiency, the thermodynamic
maturity indicator can be used by industry to set
thermodynamic criteria for second-law optimal
operations of industrial processes. It can also be
used to defend chosen designs for the same pro-
cess task in the public sector. The next step is
to apply the thermodynamic maturity indicator
for connected/integrated process units (see, e.g.,
the study by Røsjorde and his colleagues [2007] to
minimize the entropy production of 21 connected
process units). The application of π also may be
extended to higher levels of integrated and com-
plex industrial processes through the functional
unit employed in a life cycle assessment frame-
work. More work is needed to bring it to an ag-
gregated level.

Conclusions

We have proposed using a thermodynamic
maturity indicator to evaluate the performance
of process units. The indicator brings knowledge
from irreversible thermodynamics and the state of
minimum entropy production to a level of inter-
est for industrial ecology. It introduces the state
of (constrained) minimum entropy production in
assessing single process units. This state is real-
izable. The indicator is a pure thermodynamic
indicator, which does not depend on the envi-
ronment. It indicates a way in which we should
proceed in setting up industrial processes, possibly
by paying more attention to equipartition theo-
rems for process units. The π may give an argu-
ment for industrial ecology to implement into in-
dustrial practice (operation and design) the state
of minimum entropy production as a possible
way to reduce the exergy loss in energy-intensive
systems. It is only one of several indicators
for evaluating optimal operation and/or design,
however.

The thermodynamic maturity indicator can-
not be used to argue, on thermodynamic grounds,
that one process should be replaced by another.
For this, we need to compare the total en-
tropy production of the competing technologies,
among other things.
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